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About Buckland Parish

Buckland Parish is a Chilterns strip parish, long and narrow, stretching from Draytonmead Farm in Aylesbury Vale in the north to Leylands Farm, high in the Chilterns, in the south. Historically, strip parishes
afforded residents a mix of arable land, upland pasture and woodland.
The Parish divides into three distinct, but intrinsically related, areas, in the north the ‘village’ of Buckland
including the designated conservation area, in the centre the ‘triangle’ formed by the Lower Icknield
Way, London Road (including Buckland Wharf) and Buckland Road, and the third section is the area
south of the Wendover Arm canal, which is within the AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty) and
the MGB (Metropolitan Green Belt), climbing high into the Chilterns.
Buckland Wharf consists of Victorian properties which came into being when the Wendover Arm Canal
was built. London Road and Buckland Road consist mainly of dwellings built during the 20th century,
starting during the inter-war period.
Some planning policies will relate to all areas of the Parish, others will relate to specific areas.
Two main roads cross the parish: the B489 Lower Icknield Way and London Road, once Akeman Street.
The Upper Icknield Way leads off the London Road at Tring Hill and a sunken lane, Dancers End, wanders
through the Chilterns up to the Crong and Northill Wood. The A41 Aston Clinton bypass now cuts
through a third of Buckland Parish.
There are two canals, to the north the Aylesbury Arm of the Grand Union Canal, and to the south the
Wendover Arm of the Grand Union Canal. The Wendover Arm Canal is currently undergoing restoration.
At the southernmost end of the Parish is the ancient Ridgeway, a National Trail and, is therefore, a nationally significant recreation resource.

Why this plan?

The Localism Act of 2011 empowered a Parish
Council to produce a development plan for the
parish, dealing with planning matters of concern to local residents, such as where new
houses might be built, how many and what
type.
Using this initiative Buckland Parish Council
set the plan in motion with Aylesbury Vale District Council (AVDC) formally recognising Buckland as a ‘Neighbourhood Area’ on 31st January 2014. (Appendix D)
The original draft plan was subject to presubmission consultation over a six week period from 15 May 2015—16 June 2015, under
Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Planning
(General) Regulations 2012. Buckland Parish
Council considered the responses and made
some amendments before submitting it to
AVDC for the statutory six week consultation
period. It was then subject to independent
examination in October 2015 and this edition
incorporates the modifications required by the
Examiner. It will now be put to a referendum
of village residents before it is ‘made’ (i.e.
adopted) by AVDC.
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An initial community consultation exercise, in which parishioners were asked to
make their views known, and to provide a starting point for the Buckland
Neighbourhood Plan, was held in January 2014. The draft policies in this document have been developed from comments made by local residents during the
initial public consultation and developed further by input from residents at
subsequent public consultations.

Aims and objectives to be achieved over the
plan period
When the residents were first consulted, the need for the following
was identified:•
Facilitate provision of housing for the elderly down-sizers and starter
homes for purchase
•
Balance any growth with the need to protect the parish environment
•
Protect valued open spaces from development
•
Make appropriate provision for a changing agricultural economy

Our vision for Buckland in 2033
The paragraph below encapsulates the vision for Buckland, in order to achieve
the above objectives:
‘To maintain a thriving community where the parish grows in keeping with
the character of its distinct zones. Local businesses and facilities will have
the freedom to grow and develop in accordance with local needs,
sustainability and resources. The parish will retain its sense of community
by carefully managing change and protecting its setting and surrounding
countryside from unsustainable developments’

Conservation and Design
One of the key issues raised by residents at the initial community consultation
in January 2014 was, “Ensure historic and conservation issues are always taken
into consideration when determining planning applications”. As a result of
these comments the Buckland Conservation Area document, which was drawn
up when the Conservation Area was designated in 1974, was reviewed and updated by AVDC. The current document was formally approved by the Local
Planning Authority in December 2014. Back land development is development
behind existing properties and therefore not fronting directly onto the highway. Views into and out of the Conservation Area are designated in the Buckland Conservation Area document (Appendix A). Paras. 133 and 134 of the
National Planning Policy Framework refer to, “development which will lead to
substantial harm or total loss of significance of a designated heritage asset
which will be outweighed by the public benefits.”

Policy BP1 : Development within and adjacent to the Conservation
Area

Within the Conservation Area new development will be permitted provided
it preserves or enhances the Conservation Area and maintains the integrity of
the street scene. The Conservation Area is characterised by ribbon development and back land development will not be encouraged. Buildings should
be of no more than two storeys in height, and should be finished in materials
complementing those already in use in the area. The protection of views in-4
to and out of the Conservation Area is most important.

The AONB was designated for the conservation and enhancement of
the outstanding natural beauty of the landscape, as well as for the protection of wildlife and the preservation of our cultural heritage.
The southern part of the Parish is the area south of the Wendover Arm
Canal within the AONB and MGB (Metropolitan Green Belt), in the
Chiltern Hills. (Appendix E)

Policy BP2: AONB/Green Belt

Any significant development into the AONB or Green Belt will be resisted, except in very exceptional circumstances, in order to protect
the specific character of this section of the Chiltern Hills where great
weight will be attached to conserving landscape and scenic beauty.
Local distinctiveness changes throughout the Parish. Buckland Parish,
being a Chilterns strip parish, consists of three distinct, but intrinsically
linked areas. (Appendix B) To the north lies the ‘village’ of Buckland,
which includes the Conservation Area. To the south are the Chiltern
Hills, within the AONB and Green Belt. The central section of the Parish, known as the ‘triangle’, consists mainly of 20th century development on London Road, Buckland Road, and Lower Icknield Way. Special circumstances will include the topography of the site. At Buckland
Wharf, in the foothills of the Chilterns, the slope of the land towards
the canal allows two storey buildings to become three storeys to the
rear.

Policy BP3: Local Distinctiveness

In all parts of the Parish new buildings must preserve local distinctiveness through design, use of materials, density, space around
buildings, height. Buildings should not be more than two storeys
high, unless special circumstances can be proved. Housing density
should respect the immediate character and pattern of development.
The neighbouring village of Aston Clinton has gradually been developed up to the parish boundary and in two places (London Road and
New Road) coalescence has already occurred. Therefore, to preserve
the integrity and separate identity of both communities, it is important that no further coalescence takes place and the existing greengap between the built up areas of Buckland and Aston Clinton parishes
is retained. (see Appendix D)

Policy BP4: No Further Coalescence

Development will not be permitted which would lead to further coalescence with Aston Clinton.
Views both into and out of the Parish are very important, not just in
relation to the Conservation Area and the AONB, but throughout the
length of the Parish in order to retain its rural character.
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Housing

A housing survey of the whole Parish was carried out in December 2014. A
questionnaire was sent to every household in the Parish. It was also available on the Parish Council’s website. However, the questionnaires returned
gave a skewed result, giving the average age of residents over 18 as 67.
Therefore the 2011 census figures were compared with the 2001 figure
(table available at Appendix C). More houses have been built within the
Parish between 2011 and 2015, with the Parish now containing 324 dwellings.
The 2011 census figures show that 10% of the population are retired and
22% are children. 85% of houses are owner occupied, with 3% rented from
a housing association and 9% private rented. The 2011 census figures
show an increase of 86% in the private rented sector since 2001. This large
increase shows that more people are unable to get a foot on the housing
ladder.
These figures show a need for smaller homes in the Parish for those trying
to access the housing market as well as elderly ‘down-sizers’ i.e. low cost
market homes.

Policy BP5: New development

Throughout the Parish in the built up areas new ribbon development on
infill sites will be supported, as long as the proposed development respects the immediate environment, and the design and layout respects
the local distinctiveness. Infill means that there is already residential
built development on two sides of the site.
The evidence base (housing survey and census information) shows the need
for more smaller homes for the younger and older age groups. These
include elderly downsizers, who want to free up their capital but remain in
the Parish, first time buyers, and others who are on a low income. These
categories do not qualify for affordable housing. There are several houses
in the Parish which are occupied by 3+ generations, which is a great benefit
from the social care aspect, and is to be encouraged.

Policy BP6: Meeting Local Housing Needs

Applications should include a mix of dwelling sizes, reflecting the existing
and future needs of the Parish. Specific regard should be had for the provision of low cost market housing, extensions, and smaller properties for
elderly downsizers. Permitted development rights will be removed from
these properties to ensure they continue to meet this need. Support will
be given for the conversion of existing properties in order to provide accommodation for three or more generations within the same dwelling.
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Affordable homes are those socially rented or with shared ownership.
Nearly all the former affordable homes in the Parish are now in private
ownership. In order to secure affordable housing to meet local future
needs, support will be given to this being delivered through the rural
housing exception scheme.

Policy BP7: Affordable Homes

The provision of affordable homes for local needs through the rural
housing exception scheme will be supported.
Different sections of the Parish support different housing densities.
Therefore it is impossible to set a figure for housing density within the
whole Parish.

Employment

The local community’s responses on encouraging local business were towards home working, the provision of a local shop or social meeting
place, as well as a positive approach to farm diversification.
New employment development should be sensitively located and not
cause additional traffic congestion on narrow country roads. ‘Local people’ does not necessarily refer solely to people living within the Parish,
but to those who live locally and are able to walk and cycle to work.
Traffic issues are particularly important in the areas of the Parish north of
the Lower Icknield Way and south of the Wendover Arm Canal, which
both have restricted highway access.

Policy BP8: Small business sites

Applications for small scale businesses, offering employment opportunities available to local people, will be supported provided they do not
create significant additional traffic movements.

Policy BP9: Redevelopment of existing businesses Applications

from businesses (B1 – Office and B2 – Light Industrial) to expand their
premises within the neighbourhood area will be supported, provided
they do not damage the residential environment and do not create
significant additional traffic movement. Proposals to redevelop a
business site that will significantly reduce harm to residential or visual
amenity will be supported.
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Buckland used to have several small farms operating within the Parish. Gradually the number has diminished as modern farming methods have developed. This has led to a number of redundant traditional farm buildings being
converted to dwellings.

Policy BP10: Reuse of Farm Buildings

Applications for new uses for redundant traditional farm buildings will be
supported, provided it can be demonstrated that they are no longer suitable
for modern farming methods and do not involve significant rebuilding or
extensions, respect the original architectural and/or historic character of
the building and lead to an enhancement of the immediate setting.

Car Parking

With limited access to public transport in rural areas, it is accepted that residents will need to rely more on private vehicles. The 2011 census figures
show that 49% of residents of Buckland Parish drive to work, which demonstrates the pressure for car parking spaces and the need for provision of onsite parking. In narrow country lanes it is important that on-street parking is
kept to an absolute minimum.

Policy BP11: Provision of on-site parking space

New homes with two bedrooms or less must provide at least two on-site
parking spaces. Properties with three or more bedrooms must provide a
minimum of three on-site parking spaces. Garages will be excluded from
parking provisions calculation in
new developments to ensure there
is no loss of parking spaces from the
conversion of garages.

Businesses which do not provide
sufficient on-site parking spaces can
also create problems with vehicles parked on the highway. The following policy applies to all new businesses, extensions and conversion of existing premises for business use.

Policy BP12: Business traffic

For all new business development, including conversions and extensions,
provision must be made for all staff and visitor parking to be
accommodated on-site.
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Community Facilities & Heritage
The current community facilities within the Parish are the village hall and the
church. Commercial facilities within the Parish include a restaurant/takeaway
at Buckland Wharf, and the Crow’s Nest, currently a Travel Inn and restaurant
at Tring Hill. Other facilities within the Parish have closed gradually over recent years. These include two shops, one in the village and one at Buckland
Wharf, and two pubs, one at Buckland crossroads, and one at Buckland Wharf.

Policy BP13: Community Facilities

Existing community facilities within the Parish will be protected. Support will
be given for proposals which will provide additional community facilities for
the Parish. Development proposals that would result in the loss of existing
community facilities will only be supported if accompanied by clear evidence
the facilities are no longer viable, or the proposals would result in improved
provision within the Parish.
Within the Parish there are several listed buildings, from the Conservation Area in the north to the Waterworks, high in the Chilterns, including the Moat,
which is a Scheduled Ancient Monument. The existing bridge over the Aylesbury Arm of the Grand Union Canal is protected under an Historic England
listing. There are two further Scheduled Ancient Monuments in the south of
the Parish: 2 x sections of Grim’s Ditch close to the Parish boundary.

Policy BP14: Heritage

With diverse heritage assets throughout the whole parish, development
proposals will be required to demonstrate that the impact of the proposals on
heritage assets has been carefully considered and that negative impacts to their
significance, including impacts to their settings, have been either avoided or
minimised. Where the harm of any residual impacts of a proposed scheme are
not justified by the public benefits that would be provided, they will not be
permitted.

Natural environment
Buckland Parish is rich in natural resources, which offer diverse leisure pursuits
(Appendix F) At Dancers End there is a SSSI, set amid the beautiful Chiltern
Hills. There are two canals within the Parish; at the northern end is the Aylesbury Arm of the Grand Union canal, and the Wendover Arm Canal, a biological
notification site, which is currently being restored, lies on the border of the
AONB. Consideration is being given to designation of the canal, already a biological notification site, as a local heritage asset. Throughout the Parish are
many ancient trees and hedgerows, from the rare native black poplars in the
Vale to the beautiful beech woods of the Chilterns. The Parish is crossed by
many public footpaths, including the Ridgeway at the southern end of the Parish. The two canals form part of the strategic green infrastructure of the Vale.
There are 3 Local Wildlife Sites in the Chilterns: woods at Aston Hill Coppice,
Northhill Wood and the Crong Meadow.
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Policy BP15: Natural Environment
•

•
•
•

Proposals will be supported which preserve or enhance the natural
environment throughout the Parish, by ensuring the protection of
local assets and the provision of additional habitat for wildlife and
green spaces for the community.
Support will be given to the restoration of the Wendover Arm canal.
Protection will be given to SSSIs , the Local Wildlife Sites, and to
their settings.
Outside the areas of special designation, proposals will be supported
which are landscaped and include tree planting that respects the local landscape character.

Infrastructure
The 2011 census figures show (Appendix C) that 9% of residents work from
home. The need has also been identified by local businesses and residents
within the Parish, for super fast broadband.

Monitoring Progress
This Plan has been prepared to deal with issues raised by the local community and to secure the agreed
objectives.
The Plan will be monitored
annually by the Parish Council, reviewed by the community every five years, and updated as required. It will also
be reviewed when the emerging Vale of Aylesbury Local
Plan is adopted by AVDC.
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Appendix A : Conservation Area map showing
views into and out of the Conservation Area
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Appendix B : Map showing the three distinct areas
of the Parish
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Appendix C : Census figures for 2011 and 2001
All information taken from ONS website, 2011 and 2001 census details

2011

2001

% increase

Population

713

671

6%

Males

359

Females

354

Children

154

289

270

7%

Total no.

299

276

8%

Owner occupied*

255

249

2%

8

7

14%

26

14

86%

Detached

172

163

6%

Semi and terraced

112

98

14%

15

15

0%

Retired
No of Households

71

Housing

Housing Association
Private rented

Flat

Employment
Aged 16 to 74
Work from home
Travel by car
On foot
Cycle
*

544
50
268

9% work from home
49% drive to work by car

16
4

45% (114) owned outright, 55% mortgaged

10% of population are retired, 22% are children, shows need for smaller market properties. Fact that private rented sector has increased by 86% during the last 10 years shows that more people are unable to
get a foot on the housing ladder.
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Appendix D : Neighbourhood Area Map,
as designated by AVDC on 31 January 2014

© Crown Copyright and database right 2013. Ordnance Survey 10009797. AVDC
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Appendix E: The AONB and MGB in relation to
Buckland Parish
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Appendix F : Leisure Areas

© Crown Copyright and database right 2013. Ordnance Survey 10009797. AVDC
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Appendix G : Non Statutory Appendix Proposed Parish Projects
Consultation with the community highlighted the following
transportation and landscape problems where improvements
can be made:
1. Speeding and other Highway issues
2. Cars parked on narrow country roads, obscuring drivers’
views.
3. Increased planting to improve the visual aspect of the industrial area between the A41 bypass and the Aylesbury
Arm of the Grand Union Canal will be encouraged
4. Renovation of Primrose Copse to provide a community leisure facility with nature trails, etc.
5. Proposals for the upgrading of infrastructure will be supported, including the delivery of super fast Broadband.
Buckland Parish Council will work with Buckinghamshire
County Council and other agencies to try to ameliorate these
problems
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Appendix H : Map of Primrose Copse and allotment
field
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